Simplify equipment maintenance
True or false? How organizations answer can mean saving time, money, and
the bottom line
Organizations that can't answer "true" to all these questions could be setting themselves up for unexpected equipment
breakdowns that can disrupt daily operations and ding their budget with unplanned, costly repair bills.
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They know what
equipment is in
their buildings.

They know where
equipment is
located, and its
condition.

They adhere
to a regular
maintenance
schedule.

When they need
repairs, they can
easily find the right
part and trusted
service providers.
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Ditch spreadsheets for scheduling
Most organizations still manage their equipment maintenance using pen and paper, Excel, or no system at all. They’re often
reactive to maintenance instead of managing it, aren’t using authorized service providers, and show poor management
results in up to 43% higher maintenance costs.
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An easy solution for maintaining equipment, brought to policyholders,
from HSB
Organizations that carry HSB equipment breakdown coverage now have access to an online platform that simplifies the
maintenance process for everything from air conditioning to heating equipment.
Fortunately, there’s a way to maintain equipment that can help policyholders:
− Save cash and time
− Increase equipment uptime and increase revenue
− Decrease energy usage
− Lengthen equipment lifespans
− Unlock time to focus on the most important work

HSB + HELIXintel
HSB has teamed up with HELIXintel to offer an easy-to-use platform that helps organizations catalogue, track, and
maintain unlimited equipment, supplies, and inventory across multiple locations. It’s a one-stop, centralized platform that:
− Can be accessed from any device
− Provides guidance on equipment care and rebates
− Matches particular equipment with optimized maintenance plans
− Enables organizations to buy directly from multiple OEMs
− Helps organizations easily connect with experts and authorized dealers for service or parts

Policyholders can manage their equipment maintenance and seamlessly
connect to service providers when repairs are needed. Talk to your HSB
representative today to learn more.
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